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Creating Coating Solutions Together
Almost all surfaces in our surroundings are coated and/or treated mechanically.
The parquet floor with (UV) oil or lacquer, the table top is brushed for a robust look,
the façade boards outside are stained black, even the screen of our smartphone has
transparent UV coating. What is the best and quickest way to treat surfaces and what is
required realizing this?
At Trivec we focus on these types of questions and challenges. Together with you and in
close consultation with oil, paint and glue manufacturers. Synergy through cooperation
leads to innovations and the best solutions. With the modular machines from our range or
using a customized solution. From a standalone unit to far-reaching automation. The result?
You can test this yourself in the Trivec Experience Centre.

Eco Solutions

Innovation & adding value
At Trivec we develop machines on the basis of practical challenges
and experiences. What are the properties of your project? Which
coating is used and why? Which space do you have at your disposal?
What is your current production capacity and what do you need in
the future? We listen, ask questions, test and evaluate together
with you.
The Trivec engineering team develops, designs, configures and
turns ideas into solutions. Instead of simply designing a machine,
we aim for added value. We opt for the best possible project surface
and take account of new trends, materials and environmental
requirements.

Modular & Customized Solutions
Trivec machines are built according to the Trivec Modular Concept (TMC). Modular
means a lot of flexibility during the engineering phase and maximum precision
in construction. The TMC concept also means that a machine simply grows along
with the development of your company. An extra cleaning or sanding module,
moving it, extension of a line with a cross conveyor, an additional roller coater or
UV (LED) drier? The modular nature enables future upgrades and customization
easily.

Line Assembly at Trivec

Trivec Coating Solutions

Trivec Surface Solutions

Efficient and smart techniques for the application
of, among other (UV) lacquer, paint, pigmented
stain, reactive stain, (UV) oil on wood, coating
on metal, ceramics, natural stone, concrete
surfaces, fibreboard and other materials.

Mechanical treatment of surfaces with one of the
many Trivec brushing machines, cross cutter,
belt sander, vintage and scraper machine.
Cleaning, sanding, brush sanding structuring,
scraping and smoothing. Objective: creating
special single pass and combination effects.

Trivec Gluing Solutions

Trivec Eco Solutions

Trivec Product Handling

Glue and press techniques using cold glue
for the production of among others, parquet
flooring, sandwich panels, furniture panels,
hard and soft foam, scotch sheets, cork and
rubber.

Working with coatings means consistently
cleaning and rinsing at the end of every
production. How is a roller or brush cleaned
fast and effectively? Is the rinsing agent ecofriendly? How do we process wastewater?
Trivec advises, helps think along and supplies
products and equipment you can work with
more easily, efficient and eco-friendly.

Realize a higher performance/output via an
optimum and efficient flow of work pieces
during the production process. Automatically
feeding, expanding a line with cross conveyor
or simply by using a paint drying trolley, lift
table or roller table. Minor changes often lead
to major process improvements.

Trivec Drying Solutions
Depending on the type of coating, production
capacity and budget, many techniques are
available. From a practical paint drying trolley
to forced tunnel drying using hot air, infrared,
UV or UV LED.
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Trivec Coating Solutions

Trivec Eco Solutions

Spraying
Polishing
Roller Coating
Curtain Coating
Vacuum Coating
Brush Painting
Wiping

Waste Water Treatment
Rinsing Machines
Brush Washing
Roller Cleaning
Eco Cleaners

Trivec Surface Solutions

Trivec Drying Solutions

Brushing
Sanding
Vintage Look
Band Saw Effects
Scraping
Cleaning

IR Drying
Hot Air Drying
IRC Pre Heating
UV Drying
LED Drying
Drying Racks

Trivec Product Handling

Trivec Gluing Solutions

Roller Conveyors
Belt Conveyers
Automatic In Feed Systems
Cross Conveyors
Lift Tables
Spray Tables
Panel Racks
Assembly Racks

Roller Coating
Sheet Coating
Hydraulic Presses
Glue Spraying
Custom Made Specials

Trivec Modular Coating Lines

more than just machinery

All about Surface Solutions
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